COMMANDER

Preside at ALL meetings
Enforce strict observance of laws and By-Laws
Decide all questions of VFW law
Appoint officers, committees and chairman etc.
Approve all disbursements
Assure the office of QM is Bonded
Assure all reports are filed correctly
Assure post Trustees have audited the books

The Commander is NOT a Dictator

The Commander that rules with an IRON FIST will eventually

..........................RULE NOTHING

The Post Commander DOES NOT govern the Ladies Auxiliary

- Does not collect or control the auxiliary funds
- Cannot demand anything from the Auxiliary
- Cannot run their meetings or dictate how their meetings are run
- Cannot attend their meetings unless invited
- Cannot appoint anyone to observe the auxiliary
- Cannot assume any office in the auxiliary
- Bully the Auxiliary.......loose them
A good Commander is a **LEADER**

- Set the Standard
- Sets Examples
- Sets the pace
- Is the CEO
- Does not allow ONE member to do all jobs
- Ensures the BY-LAWS are followed
  - Follow the By-Laws and your post thrives
- Is **NOT** the post **BULLY**